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Facile
Thomas Patier

Tu me dis rien, alors tu incendies. 
Je te dis rien, alors je brule 
Dans ta pure folie insomniaque 
-Et des fous, j’en ai connu- 
Pourtant c’est trop facile 
De blamer un cerveau 
Mai organise.

Ce serait done un coeur 
Mai ajuste?
Ce serait une autre vision 
Des choses?
Ce sera un ultime moment 
De douleur?
Sutures seront seul remede 
Pour I’etat des choses.

You tell me nothing, so you light a fire.
1 tell you nothing, so 1 burn
In your pure insomniac folly
-And 1 have known others’ madness-
Although it’s too easy
To blame a mind
Badly organized.

It would then be a heart 
Maladjusted?
It would be another vision 
Of things?
It will be an ultimate moment 
Of hurt?
Sutures will be the only remedy 
For the state of things.

Translated by Thomas Patier and Rhys Conger
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Untitled________
Rhys Conger

I’ve written half poems about you leaving

“If love is meant to fade / then let me fade away with it”

“They’ll say
He used to have
such a pretty singing voice”

But I am only trying to hold 
water in my hands

it keeps slipping 
through the spaces 
in between my fingers

I wonder if our hands were actually made 
to hold the hemds of another

or if that was just another 
wishful thought made 
to satiate
that terrible loneliness 
that is responsible

for every 
piece of art

every
act of creation

if there is a god maybe 
he was lonely.



The Woman in Low Spirits and Her 
Skinny Artist Husband in Overalls

^11 Schreitz

and even though 
they were getting a divorce 
he jumped into a manhole 

and climbed out 
just to cheer her up 

as they walked 
to the courthouse

Running I Da Shen

Untitled
Drew McMahon

1 am: 
a violet
crushed between heel and palm;
broken open, pouring forth and
trampled as the early grass of spring;
shoots uprooted-
ground like meal into the earth
but 1 would have each leaf and bloom interred
to know your feet did fall on softer ground



Vietnam Memorial {Katie Huang



XXI 7
Shane Amaya

Love is alms—
And we two beggars 
Past pardoning.
Would that I had been 
A prophet—^you a prioress.
Nothing saved is everything given— 
Is our religion. Our pade-bright 
Lady of the glancing-blue—
Your wine-dark lips my pardoner, 
Your mouth the almoner of blisses.

Untitled | Haley Tethal



||« Seed
Rhys Conger

It starts like a seed: 
that something is wrong.

And you begin to feel it 
the branches growing 
up through your stomach 
and chest

And soon you have leaves 
resting on your lips and 
covering your eyes so that 
you cannot see 
where you used to and now 
you can only look up

And you start to notice 
the birds and the 
trees where they live

and the sl^ with it’s surprising 
beauty and how it can change color 
but somehow stay the same.

0£ a Gentleman Poet_____
Samantha Manaktola

You dream of being one of those dead poets 
Resurrected but once a year 
As heavy-lidded eyes stare out the window 
Watching the dying leaves fcdl 
Your ghost will turn their pages,
Your voice a diy rasp on their lips.
Elaborate posturing about your intent- 
“He only loved women in pearls;
It says so on line thirteen.”
And for the rest of your life,
Youll only drink bourbon the color of her eyes.



Untitled
Drew McMahon

lilacs live as long as 1
if Jupiter be real,
and so our souls they do not die
but bloom from year to year



Untitled I Rhys Conger
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A Request
Kelsey Toy

oh darling!
let us chase what we cannot have 
feel what we cainnot see 
wonder at what we will never understand 
and whisper everything we want to shout

this life is dry and proud 
like a mountain that never shed white tears in spring 
this heart is more like a metaphor 
than any feeling creature

oh, but let me bleed red 
over each page of facts and figures 
let the fireworks in your eyes 
infect each corner of my panting mind

there was never a desert so wide as despair
nor a knife so sharp as need
darling, hold my hand
and let these bones become water



In Memory o£ Chaos
Cheryl Abhold

Hey, remember when 
you swiped a rose so fast that 
your hands were bleeding? After 
you braided it in my hair, you 
seized my hand emd ran with 
me to Vamp 
Alley. We stood 
on the cracked 
flagstone emd 
looked at the 
stars through 
the gnarly 
brainches of 
dead trees. We

Untitled I Haley Tethal

were Mama’s 
fallen angels, 
we walked 
at night with 
switchblades in 
our boots. 1 was 
always honest, 
but you knew 
not to ask too 
many questions.
1 wish I could
remember eveiything 1 said 
to you. I don’t remember very 
much besides the thrill I would 
get eveiy time the westbound 
wind lashed my hair, leaving 
tiger stripes on my face. One 
night, I took the west way too 
seriously, amd left you behind. 
Do you still think of me every 
time you step on a centipede, 
and feel it move under your foot 
before the exoskeleton cracks? 
Last week, 1 jumped a fence to

land in a cemetery. I knelt at a 
gravestone and asked it, “What 
are we gonna do next?” The 
answer was just as uplifting as 1 
thought it would be. I don’t think 

it will make 
a difference 
anymore. The 
wind that
blows toward 
the east always 
gets dirt in my 
eyes. It draws 
the tears that 
you couldn’t 
provoke alone. 
It always leads 
me to railroad 
tracks, old 
warehouses, the 
scent of sweat 
on leather. 
Maybe we really 

shouldn’t have 
done all that stuff 

in such close proximity to the 
church. Maybe next week, the 
tombstones will ask someone 
else what we’re gonna do. I 
Ccin’t make it out alive, marble 
seems to have a constitution 
much stronger than my own. 
You know how sturdy it is, even 
though names and dates are 
carved out in thick grooves on 
the surface. I’ll be coming back 
to you soon. While I’m out, stock 
up on syringes.
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Bow I Rhys Conger
1st Place Artwork Winner





Dear Love
Will Schreitz

Xst Place Prose Winner

Dear Love,

I’m going to leave you because I 
don’t stay in places too long. You may 
curse me and say I am a dainty flake 
and shallow too but I am not a sunken 
ship sogging away at the bottom of 
the sea. The deep is dead for me. So 
I’m going to go. I can’t stand your face 
because it is so pretty and my face 
is ugly near it and I feel like a house 
burning down. I’ve let this letter sit on 
the sill of an open window that looks 
over the playground of the elementary 
school. There was this one boy who 
rode a scooter and followed me as I 
walked home from work. He asked 
what was in my briefcase. I told him 
I was learning to levitate seven feet 
above the ground. Hey I’m seven years 
old! he said. Me too! I said. Liar, he 
said. Am not, I said. Are too, he said. 
Ok, I said. But I tell lies that are true.

Liar.
Ok I’m a liar. I am not seven years 

old. I’m actually twelve.
No you aren’t! You are like a 

million feet tall and you even have a 
beard you must be at least a teenager, 
maybe even a grownup. But you never 
said what was in your briefcase.

I don’t know. I always find new 
things in there.

Do you go home and wish you 
were never alive?

No, I just talk to my donkey.
Hey mister, stop being silly! Can’t 

you be serious?
My donkey is serious.

Seriously! Stop being silly! I don’t 
like it at all!

You follow a silly guy. I can’t 
be what I’m not. That’d be too 
confusing for me.

But you aren’t all silly are you?
I’m afraid I am.
Even your job is silly?
My job is completely silly.
Doesn’t that make you sad?

The houses in the neighborhood 
were lit. A raccoon knocked over a 
garbage can. The only other sound 
was the squeak of the boy’s scooter 
and his breath as he pushed himself 
alongside me. I tripped and fell 
forward, sprawled out, bellydown 
in the street. I wasn’t hurt, but lay 
there, in no hurry. The boy circled 
around me on his scooter, round and 
round. I wish I was a baby again.

Hey are you dead yet?
Not dead yet.
You’re just laying there being 

lazy?
I am.
You need a nap.
You’re right. I think I’ll sleep here 

in the street.
No, silly. You’ll get run over. You 

should sleep in that ditch there. But 
aren’t you going to be late for dinner?

No. Dinner is when I make 
dinner so I’m never late for dinner.
I’m going to sleep in this ditch. But 
aren’t you going to be late for dinner?

No. We eat late. My family is 
never in the same place at the same 
time. That’s why I ride my scooter 
through the neighborhood and I 
think about the girls I know. When 
I think about them I don’t feel as 
sad.. You are really silly, but don’t



you ever get sad?
Are you kidding? I am in a ditch.

I am a sad man. I just try to be funny 
about it.

I must note here that I knew 
nothing about anything and that the 
two of us were very quiet for a long 
time until he spoke.

You can borrow it, you know. He 
gestured to his scooter. You might like 
it.

I can’t. I’m too big.
It adjusts. He raised the handlebars 

to the height of his chin. See? Its just 
your size.

I can’t. How are you going to get 
home?

I’ll walk.
You can’t walk.
You do it everyday.
But my legs are long.
But I’m young and I don’t get tired.
But this is your scooter.
Yeah and I can do with it whatever 

I want and I think you should borrow 
it but you don’t want to because you’re 
afraid you’ll look like a dummy riding 
it but 1 swear you’ll like it and you can 
ride at night so no one will see you 
looking like a dummy. Plus I’m going 
to make you give it back to me after 
the weekend. So you won’t even get it 
for too long anyway.

But aren’t you worried I’ll take it?
No. My dad is big and can beat you 

up and you’re going to let me have 
your briefcase for the weekend so I 
can carry my homework around with 
me and work on it in the park.

We were silent. He took my silence 
as an agreement to the offer and took 
my briefcase from me.

Don’t worry. I’ll take care of it. Take 
care of my scooter. Meet me here on

Monday after school.

Then it was me in the ditch and 
the scooter lying at my side. I got 
up, righted the scooter, and walked 
it home. The next morning I got 
out of bed with difficulty and didn’t 
want to be alive and took a shower 
and came back to my room in a 
towel and looked at the scooter that 
leaned up against the open window 
that overlooks the elementary school 
playground where I now sit in the 
grass and compose this letter to you 
in my mind. When I rode the scooter 
today the clothes that people wore 
wrapped me up in wonder and got 
me all day dreamy and 1 passed by 
clotheslines hung with clothes in the 
wind but all I saw was softness, then it 
passed, with the dogs and mailboxes 
and daffodils and houses in streams of 
vision I lose myself within them and 
must steady the scooter to keep from 
toppling. Last night I couldn’t sleep 
and wandered to the playground and 
found myself swinging on the swing.
I fell asleep on the swing. I write now 
from my bed, propped up against a 
pillow and already dreaming and I 
don’t know what I’m saying and I’m 
not really me anymore than I am this 
bed, or this lamp, or this pillow. You 
are reading a letter from a pillow. Well 
I’m not so gone as to believe that; 
that’s just the dreams talking. They 
say I rode the scooter all weekend. In 
the light the neighborhood appeared 
beautiful in the wind and so clear 
that 1 forgot myself. I lost control of 
the scooter and fell off and hit the 
ground and the light went out. I woke 
up aching in a bed of daffodils and 
dreamt this letter I now write. So I 
must leave because though I care



about you I care about everything else 
too. And I m really not me anymore 
than I am you. And the world that I 
leave is not the world anymore than it 
is you, maybe it’s a little bigger.

I gave the scooter back to the boy. 
He returned my briefcase. It was 
heavier than I remembered. I must 
have been used to lugging it around. 
When I opened it on my desk there 
were lots of crayon drawings with 
bold lines and colors. These are the

Euclidean Poetry

drawings I have enclosed with this 
letter. I have read your letters over 
and over again. They are nice and I sit 
reading them for hours until my eyes 
bum and my muscles ache and I see 
stars and I can’t feel my heartbeat. It 
is for this reason that I have burned 
them and hope you do the same with 
all the letters I have sent you. I follow 
fire. Fire goes up.

Love,
Daffodil

Johanna Fischer
*nd Place Poetry Winner

watching from a cute angle 
I see how you entangle all my lines 

you flawless circle, your roundness so perfect 
from equal distance at all time 
I observe your beautiful outline 

my figure semicircles boundaries 
they want to lie with yours evenly 
you softly stroking my extremity 

I will only touch, promise, I will not cut 
so badly want to be contained within your circumference 

I know it makes no sense, 
my point has just no part, but 

math equals love so love equals art 
and it feels obtuse, not right 

to think of you all sleepless night 
and the naked plain surface of your skin 

your inclination so strangely akin 
our bases and notions prove common 
and I summon to adjoin you one day 

but perfection always a breathless length away.



Untitled | Haley Tethal
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We Are Young

Alec DuSurreiia
Znd Place Prose Winner

“What?” my mouth gaped lower lip 
quivering. “I said...” Her eyes were 
blue and dead set in mine, her face 
was cold and pale like old stone. Her 
mouth opened as much as it had to and 
no more but her voice was firm and she 
made sure I could hear.

“I’m not going to let them treat me. 
I’m going to let this take me wherever 
I’m gonna go.” We lived in a pocket 
of hard granite silence while people 
around us chattered. Every muscle in 
my body clenched. Without moving 
my legs I turned myself around and 
lifted a table by both sides. The heavy 
wood and metal table cast a shadow 
over us both but her expression

remained set. I pushed it through the 
air and it crashed, splintering, cracked 
in two on the tile floor with a clang that 
exploded the homey atmosphere of the 
crowded coffeeshop we stood in. My 
eyes teared. “Let them help you!” I 
sobbed. She shook her head. “I don’t 
have to. I don’t want to. It’s just not 
worth it to me.”

“You...” I shook with terrible rage. 
The world slid away and I stayed in the 
same place. All chatter had stopped. 
Everyone in the little cafe had their 
eyes on me. “No!” I made a move to 
strike her and collapsed to the floor, 
tears streaming down my face, my fists 
weak for once, useless against stage 
four lymphoma in an eighteen year old 
girl. I heaved, my body shaking, tears 
pooling on the cold brick floor.

“Come on,” She said. “Stop making 
a scene.” I tried to respond but my 
head soaked in a red and blue energy 
that I couldn’t see past. People had



gotten up from their seats to help but, 
realizing there was nothing to do, the 
strangers stood and watched as I shrunk 
and dissolved into an ice cube. She 
knelt down and put a hand under my 
quivering chin. “Get up.” the world 
was foggy through 
my bleary eyes. I 
struggled through 
tears and tremors 
into a standing 
position. “It’s okay.
It’s my decision.”
I started to sink 
again but her grasp 
was strong and I 
leaned into it. 
was weak. Too 
weak for this. This was something I 
had no precedence for. To tell you the 
truth. I’ve never known anyone close to 
me to die. There was one boy who was 
twelve when I was eleven. I knew him 
from my neighborhood. Our brothers 
were friends and his mom was one of 
my best teachers but I never knew him. 
A heart attack took him during a dinner 
at a Mexican cantina with his family.

Looking at this girl in front of 
me I fall into her arms and let her 
take everything from me. She stays

emotionless through this whole ordeal 
and I’m crumbling like it’s me about to 
be taken away by inflammation of the 
lymph nodes. Every bacteria receptacle 
in her body swollen and painful to 
bursting and I’m the one in tears.

She shushes 
me and rubs my 
back. We stand 
there for a while 
with our audience, 
they shuffle back 
to their seats after 
the moment is 
gone and leave us 
there with their 
sideways glances. 
We stand until I 

can lift my head. When I do I find that 
my shoulder is wet as well. Her tears 
were silent and motionless but her face 
shines and her eyes are glassy in mine.

I take her hand and we go out 
together to sit in the sun, holding each 
other not saying a word, letting the 
wind ruffle our hair like the hands of 
a mother. We’re still kids and we have 
to hold on to that, we have to know 
that we’re alive because it makes us 
free. I sigh and kiss her cheek. It will 
be alright.

Started to 
sink again but 
her grasp was 
strong and I 

leaned into it.
I was weak.

Too weak Sor this.”

Obelisk CFor Danno, R.!.?.)_______
Cheryl Abhold

3rd Place Prose Winner

A mosh pit is a spiritual experience, 
the name itself implies descent, as if 
into hell or to Plato’s cave. It’s almost 
a Karmic endeavor, purging yourself of 
emotional pain by inflicting physical 
pain on another, and they do the same 
to you. Although everyone is pitted 
against each other, punching, kicking.

and slamming indiscriminately, it is 
mutually consenting. Genuine hostility 
has no place among fellow metalheads. 
The reaction in a pit is alchemy, melding 
and mixing metal to create immortality. 
When a band member has suffered a 
loss, whether of his family or a friend, 
he may request a mosh pit to alleviate
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Movie 1 Rhys Conger



Rosewater
Samantha Manaktola 

3rd Place Poetry Winner

Your eyes are too dark to 
catch the light in mine and 
you stand there 
prophesying
not knowing that you are
the coal smoldering down the back of
my throat.
And every wine bottle you break 
was given to me by a lover 
who poured away the nights 
with a steadier hand than mine.
You tell me that you want me
to leave and wonder
why I won’t slam the door in your face
but instead throw my wine glass
at my wall
knowing that the men who love me 
will always bring another 
and my tears will never be hot enough 
for you
and we both know that youll never 
call me clean,
no matter with what rosewater 
1 rinse my hair.



Love Songs o£ the Humpback 
Whale and Other Lonely Mammals

Casey Hudak

(The scene takes place 
in a rather modest looking 
college apartment. Marisa, an 
attractive girl of twenty, sits at 
a desk browsing the internet 
on her laptop computer. The 
scene begins when Reggie, an 
awkward looking man child of 
twenty, enters the apartment)

Reggie: Um... Marisa?
Marisa: Oh, hey Reggie...
(There’s a long and 

awkward pause)
Reggie: Can I come in, or is 

this a bad time?
Marisa: Suuuure...
(Another long, awkward 

pause)
Reggie: May I sit down... on 

your bed?
Marisa: You know what? I’d 

just stand. Stamding’s probably 
good.

Reggie: You’re right... I’m 
sorry, that question was way 
out of line.

Marisa: Yes, yes it was... 
But thanks for noticing?

Reggie: Don’t mention 
it... So I wanted to talk to you 
about something... You know, 
about last week.

Marisa: Last week. Riiiiight. 
When you?

Reggie: When we?
Marisa: Yeeeeah...
(Another long, awkward 

pause)
Reggie: It was my first time.

Marisa: I noticed.
Reggie: I’m sorry.
Marisa: No, it’s not your 

fault that you’re... you’re...
Reggie: Inexperienced?
Marisa: I was going to say 

desperately unattractive, but 
inexperienced works too.

(Another long, awkward 
pause)

Reggie: So anyway, I 
wanted to ask you something...

Marisa: By all means, fire 
away... We know how well that 
went last time.

Reggie: Sorry about that. 
Did it come out? Of your hair?

Marisa: Don’t worry, I used 
shampoo. Still, never weeiring 
that dress again...

Reggie: Yeah. So, I was um 
wondering...

Marisa: What? What were 
you um, wondering?

Reggie: Do you remember 
when we had sex?

(Another long, awkward 
pause)

Marisa: I’m not sure you 
could really call it that. But 
yes, I remember. How could I 
forget?

Reggie: Right... So, after 
we, you know, did it... I’m 
just gonna get this out in the 
open. Did you... record my sex 
sounds?

(Marisa laughs in a nervous 
sort of way)



Marisa: That’s 
ridiculous! How could you? 
Why would you? How do you 
know?

Reggie: Well, I was at my 
parent’s house last night, and 
my mother picked up this CD, 
you know, that’s supposed to 
soothe you to sleep. And it said 
on the label that it was the 
mating call of the Humpback 
whale. But when I listened to 
it... Well, I remember making 
some of those noises.

Marisa: Ummm... yeah.
Reggie: Did you know 

anything about this?
Marisa: Well... kind of.
Reggie: Kind of?
(Another long, awkward 

pause)
Marisa: So you know that 

no girl would ever want to 
sleep with you under normal 
circumstances, right?

Reggie: No, I did not know 
that.

Marisa: Oh... Well anyways, 
you know Gary?

Reggie: I hate Gary! That 
guy is such a douche bag!

Marisa: Yeeih... so emyways, 
he dared me to have sex with 
you, so that, while we were 
having sex, he’d be under the 
bed recording all the noises...

Reggie: WHAT!
Marisa: And the noises 

were so strange that he 
decided to pass them off to our 
biology professor as authentic 
Humpback whale noises. And 
our biology professor was so 
impressed with the sound 
quality, that he called up his

friend from the Discovery 
Channel and now here we are.

Reggie: How could you do 
that?

Marisa: Please try to keep 
your voice down... the walls 
are pretty thin...

Reggie: No, alright! I’m 
not going to keep my voice 
down! You take my virginity 
on a dare, let douche bag 
Gary record my sex noises, 
pass them off as the song of 
the Humpback whale to the 
National Geographic, and now 
you’re making money off of it?

(Reggie makes a series of 
frustrated and angry whale 
noises)

Marisa: Well, technically it 
was the Discovery Channel...

(Reggie makes another 
series of very frustrated and 
angry whale noises)

Marisa: When you put it 
like that... Doesn’t make me 
seem like a very nice person, 
does it?

Reggie: No, not at all!
Marisa: Well, at least you 

got some sex out of it. That’s 
always a plus.

Reggie: You told me that 
you were in love with me, 
and that we were going to 
get married, have children, 
and spend the rest of our 
lives together! I was saving 
myself for someone who really 
loved me! It’s like you took 
my dreams in your hand, 
and then crushed them! You 
crushed my hopes of ever 
falling in love again!

(Reggie makes a series of



sad and despairing 
whale noises)

Marisa: Oh...sony about 
that... want a copy of the CD? 
It’s a best seller?

Reggie: No, I don’t want a 
copy of your fucking CD! (Whale 
noises) My parents listen to 
that at night to lull themselves 
to sleep. And now, whenever I 
have sex with another girl... Itll 
totally be ruined! Do you have 
any idea what it is you’ve done 
to me?

Marisa: Ummm... Well... This 
is awkward... I’m gonna have to 
go with... maybe?

Reggie: No, you have 
absolutely no idea, you vile 
bitch!

Marisa: Now, now... no need 
for name calling, we can settle 
this like rational adults.

Reggie: Rational adults? 
Rational adults! I’ll tell you how 
a rational adult would deal with 
this situation. I’m suing you 
for every penny that you have, 
you understand? Ill reveal you, 
and your best selling CD for 
the frauds that you are. You 
know, most vaginas are like a 
verdant meadow where you’d 
see a family sit down to have a 
picnic or children flying kites 
f^d playing tag. But your vagina 
is like a horrible swamp, a 
black lagoon of no return, and 
a tentacle lunges out and grabs 
you, and that tentacle is herpes. 
It’s herpes! Maybe then, when 
you have nothing, maybe then 
youll understand what it feels 
like.

(Reggie belts out a

combination of sad and angry 
whale noises)

Marisa: You should probably 
go...

Reggie: You know what?
I will go. But I’m going not 
because you’re telling me to go, 
but because I want to go! I can’t 
stand the sight of your face at 
all! Someday... someday youll 
pay for this!

(He storms off, making very 
sad whale noises)

Marisa: Good luck with that! 
(After Reggie exits the stage, 

Marisa looks slowly to the left, 
slowly to the right, and then 
finally under her bed)

Marisa: Did you get that 
Gary?

(Gary crawls out from 
under the bed with recording 
equipment in his hands)

Gary: That was fucking 
beautiful. Absolutely fucking 
beautiful!

Marisa: Does he have any 
legal precedent to sue us?

Gary: Of course not! His sex 
sounds aren’t copyrighted, are 
they?

Marisa: No...
Gary: Then don’t worry 

about it! I think we should call 
this one “The sounds of the 
ocean.”

Marisa: You know, I like 
that sound of that. Let’s go talk 
about it over coffee.

Gary: We’re gonna be 
millionaires baby! Fucking 
millionaires!

(They walk off the stage, 
hand in hand, and the scene 
ends)
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Kelsey Toy

we put the coins on your eyes 
at ten minutes past high noon 
in days of yore we would have used gold 
but today all we had was spare change

before we shut you off from the light 
nobody kissed your lips 
they would have tasted of formaldehyde 
and nobody was that desperate

the mourners whispered fervent elegies 
the ladies buried their emotions in lace 
the men in black lifted your majestic bier 
and bore you upon the ocean of their backs

there were no clouds today
sweat soaks through our heat-absorbent attire
reminding us that we live
sometime later the holy man waves his hand in benediction

and we leave for something like a potluck 
and you stay
waiting for your eyes to rot
and transform into flat metal disks



But Whereas the Music?!

1. Voices I Eric Wetzel
Music Winner

2. Fiction, Lover | Rhys Conger
Music Winner

3. The World is Large, Louder [Will Schreitz
feat. Rory Hanlon on saxophone

4. Si Beag Si Mohr | Ari Winnick
composed by Turlough O’Carolan; performed in SJC 
Annapolis’ Great Hall by Ari Winnick, violin; Ben 
Liebeskind, accordian; Bub Jones, guitar; Christopher 
Bair, spoons & whistle; and Emily Nevin, violin

5. We’re Young | Rhys Conger

6. Piano Piece | Eric Wetzel

7. Nonflammable Bob | Ari Winnick
feat. Ari Winnick, guitar, percussion, vocals; Luke 
Kuzava, vocals, percussion, English; Jeshuel Hubbard, 
vocals, percussion; and Courtney Christianson, vocals, 
doorknob, snaps...spontaneously com[pose]busted, no 
preparation.
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